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Impact of fermented lactobacillus acidophilus and antibiotic topically during the phase of re-epithelization in wound repair of rats.

Hina Khan¹, Nadia Naeem², Sara Sughra³, Sonia Khan⁴, Shahid Hussain Soomro⁵, Abdul Sattar Abro⁶

ABSTRACT... Objective: To compare the topical effects of lactobacillus acidophilus strain and topical antibiotics during the phase of re-epithelization in wound repair. Study Design: Experimental study. Setting: Al-Tibri Medical College, Isra University Karachi. Period: June to November 2022. Material & Methods: This study took place in which 45 Wistar rats were acquired and divided into three groups, Group A the control group in which normal saline was applied, Group B in which topical Lactobacillus acidophilus was applied, and Group C in which topical neomycin was applied on the 3rd, 7th, and 14th day of the study. A subcutaneous incision was given on all the rats of equal proportion, and on the 3rd, 7th, and 14th day of sampling a histological section was acquired. A micrometer was used to measure the thickness of the dermis and epidermis. Data was analyzed using SPSS, with the p-value set at <0.05. Results: Significant difference was seen in the mean thickness of the epidermis when Lactobacillus acidophilus groups was compared with both Group A and C on the 3rd, 7th, and 14th day of the study. Significant difference was also seen in the mean thickness of the dermis when Lactobacillus acidophilus was compared with both Group A and C on the 3rd, 7th, and 14th day of the study. Conclusion: Lactobacillus acidophilus plays a potent role in repairing dermal tissue as it increased the thickness of dermis and epidermis.
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INTRODUCTION

Out of the many organs that are found in the human body, the Skin is represented to be the largest organ found and plays a vital role in different processes such as protection against harmful chemicals and pathogens, hydration, formation of vitamin D, excretion of waste products, and thermal regulation. Therefore, it is prudent that the skin is protected as skin damage, if severe can lead to life-threatening consequences. The wound healing and repair process is based on a complex interaction of many cells, growth factors, and cytokines to close of the lesion. The process can be divided into four precisely and well-coordinated processes which include, hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and lastly remodeling. For successful wound healing to take place, all four of these phases must occur in a particular sequence and a particular time frame. If any one of these phases are affected in one way or another, wound healing can then become compromised. The factors which effect and delay wound healing are desiccation, infections, necrosis, pressure, trauma, edema. Diabetes, and corticosteroid therapy to name a few. There are various attempts being conducted to accelerated the well-orchestrated process of wound healing. Many experimental as well as clinical remedies are being carried out to promote the process of wound healing. Antibiotics, a pillar in modern medicine treatment are frequently being utilized in the management of chronic wounds. Topical antibiotics are used for different purposes in dermatology, these include the treatment of acne, preventing and treating wound infections, dermatitis, and more. It is also to be noted that strains of different probiotic bacteria also have great response to damage to skin, which
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include skin wounds, which include Lactobacillus acidophilus, with studies also suggesting that many topical applications of species such as Lactobacillus including acidophilus are effective in treating drug resistant wound pathogens. As wound healing especially of the dermal tissue is a phenomenon that is encountered at a regular basis in the clinical practice, an experimental study was conducted to determine the Topical effects of Lactobacilli and topical Neomycin in repairing dermal tissue.

MATERIAL & METHODS
This experimental study was conducted at the anatomy department of Al-Tibri Medical College, Isra University Karachi Campus after the ethical approval of the institutional review board (ATMC/IERC/02-2022/38). The total span of the study was for 6 months.

In total 45 healthy Male Wistar albino rats were acquired from the institution's animal house using randomized sampling technique. In the study, the rats were divided into three different groups based on the intervention performed in each group. The rats were divided into three groups, Group A (Control Group) in which Topical application using normal saline solution once a day for 14 days (Group A subdivided into three subgroups according to day of sampling, Day 3, 7 and 14. Total 5 rats in each subgroup), Group B in which Topical application of Lactobacillus acidophilus $10^{11}$ CFU/ml once a day for the 14 days. (Group B subdivided into three subgroups according to day of sampling, Day 3, 7 and 14. Total 5 rats in each subgroup), Group C in which Topical application of Neomycin once a day for 14 days. (Group C subdivided into three subgroups according to day of sampling, Day 3, 7 and 14. Total 5 rats in each subgroup). The strain of Lactobacillus acidophilus was acquired through isolated strain using fermented yogurt. The microorganism was isolated and confirmed of its presence by a microbiologist. The dorsal surface of the rats was shaved and giving a subcutaneous incision of 2x2 cm$^2$. All rats were kept in different cages, on the day of sampling the subcutaneous tissue was taking for histomorphology evaluation. After taking a sample from the dermal tissue, the tissue was prepared for staining, H&E stain was used for microscopy. Micrometer was used to measure the thickness of dermis and epidermis x400. For statistical analysis Mean thickness of dermis and epidermis in µm. To compare the mean between the groups at different days of sampling one way ANOVA was used and the level of significance was considered at $P = <0.05$. To assess the wound repair the photomicrograph was used.

RESULTS
Figure-1 shows the Mean thickness of Epidermis among three different groups on different days of sampling. Compare the Mean values of Group B with mean thickness of epidermis on day 3 with Group A, the level of significance was ≤0.001. The P value shows the significant regeneration of epidermis at day 3 in Group B. Compare the Mean thickness of epidermis on day 3 between the Group B and C. The P value was 0.002, that shows the significant regeneration of epidermis in Group B.

Compare the Mean values of Group B with mean thickness of epidermis on day 7 with Group A, the level of significance was ≤0.001. The P value shows the significant regeneration of epidermis at day 7 in Group B. Compare the Mean thickness of epidermis on day 7 between the Group B and C. The P value was 0.001, that shows the significant regeneration of epidermis in Group B.

Compare the Mean values of Group B with mean thickness of epidermis on day 14 with Group A, the level of significance was ≤0.001. The P value shows the significant regeneration of epidermis at day 14 in Group B. Compare the Mean thickness of epidermis on day 14 between the Group B and C. The P value was 0.001, that shows the significant regeneration of epidermis in Group B.

Figure-2 shows the Mean thickness of dermis among three different groups on different days of sampling. Compare the Mean values of Group B with mean thickness of dermis on day 3 with Group A, the level of significance was ≤0.001. The P value shows the significant regeneration of dermis at day 3 in Group B. Compare the Mean thickness of dermis on day 3 between the Group
B and C. The P value was ≤0.001, that shows the significant regeneration of dermis in Group B.

Compare the Mean values of Group B with mean thickness of dermis on day 7 with Group A, the level of significance was ≤0.001. The P value shows the significant regeneration of dermis at day 7 in Group B. Compare the Mean thickness of dermis on day 7 between the Group B and C. The P value was 0.001, that shows the significant regeneration of dermis in Group B.

Compare the Mean values of Group B with mean thickness of dermis on day 14 with Group A, the level of significance was ≤0.001. The P value shows the significant regeneration of dermis at day 14 in Group B. Compare the Mean thickness of dermis on day 14 between the Group B and C. The P value was ≤0.001, that shows the significant regeneration of dermis in Group B.

Figure-3 shows the microscopic images of thickness of epidermis among different therapeutic groups. (x400).

Figure-4 shows the microscopic images of thickness of dermis among different therapeutic groups. (x400).

**DISCUSSION**

Wound repair and regeneration are a complex process. Although major hurdles still exist in this process, advancements during the past generations have aided significantly in managing this problem.¹⁰

Compare the Mean values of Group B with mean thickness of dermis on day 7 with Group A, the level of significance was ≤0.001. The P value shows the significant regeneration of dermis at day 7 in Group B. Compare the Mean thickness of dermis on day 7 between the Group B and C. The P value was 0.001, that shows the significant regeneration of dermis in Group B.
As mentioned earlier, the healing of wound takes place through a specific and tightly regulated process, however, if there is a dysregulation in the wound healing phenomena, it can result in dermal scarring. Therefore, therapeutic advancements which are advanced and cost-effective need to be implemented throughout the field of medicine for long-term sustainability of the health care system. This study was designed with this purpose to determine the topical effects of Lactobacillus acidophilus and Neomycin in the repair process of dermal tissue. When comparing the thickness of epidermis, Group B, the group in which topical Lactobacillus acidophilus was applied, saw significant regeneration on the 3rd, 7th, and 14th day of application. This is in line with another study in which Lactobacillus acidophilus was studied to evaluate its effects on 2nd degree burns in Wistar rats. That study also showed significant difference of wound healing on the 3rd and 7th day as compared to the control group. Furthermore, the same study also showed that the strain of Lactobacillus acidophilus provided favorable effects on various aspects that are enshrined in the wound healing process, which includes reducing the inflammatory response and promoting the onset of granulation tissue formation, and lastly speeding up re-epithelization. Histological sections obtained in our study also showed that the Lactobacillus groups should marked epithelization as compared to other groups on both the 7th day. When the mean dermal thickness of all the groups were compared, significant difference can be seen when the Lactobacillus acidophilus group was compared with both group A and C, on the 3rd, 7th, and 14th day. A similar study to ours also showed that Lactobacillus acidophilus has a potent anti-inflammatory effect during the process of wound healing and thus it speeds up the epithelization and dermal formation. The lactobacilli group also showed the thickest dermal tissue of all the groups based on histological sections. The lactobacillus acidophilus is a proven probiotic which has multiple uses in clinical medicine including wound healing. Although neomycin has also shown favorable results, the strain of lactobacillus acidophilus has shown even better results than the topical antibacterial agent and must be regarded as a good option in enhancing a favorable wound response.

The study did not get onto compare other strains of lactobacillus. Therefore, in future other strains of lactobacillus can also be compared to compare their potency to one another which will give us a better comparison regarding the different strains used. Furthermore, other agents that promote wound healing should also be compared in future studies. The study also was unable to further examine other histological features which can be done in the future as well to achieve a better wide of the physiological process of wound healing.

CONCLUSION
Topical lactobacillus acidophilus strain plays a potent role in the regeneration and repair of both dermal and epidermal tissue.
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